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1 Introduction
The low energy effective field theory of the string theory has the T-duality symmetry. The
worldsheet origin of the T-duality is mixing of momenta and winding modes of a string.
These string modes are generalized to the supercovariant derivatives for a superstring which
satisfy the affine super-Lie algebra [1–4]. Doubling spacetime coordinates makes the T-
duality manifest [5–11]. A manifestly T-duality formulation based on the affine Lie algebra
in the doubled space was proposed in [9–11]. The affine Lie algebra determines the new Lie
bracket or equivalently C-bracket which gives rise to the stringy modification of the general
coordinate transformation. The generalized geometry proposed in [12, 13] is described by
the Courant bracket which is reduced from the C-bracket by the dimensional reduction.
The generalized geometry and the double field theory have been widely studied [14–23] and
review articles are [24, 25].
Recently we have proposed a manifestly T-duality formulation for a type II super-
string [26, 27] and the one with the Ramond-Ramond gauge fields [28]. For a type
II supersymmetric extension of the manifestly T-duality formalism chiral separation of
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affine Lie algebras is an essential problem. We specify chirality as left and right moving
modes in a two dimensional worldsheet. Chiral currents for a bosonic string in a non-
abelian background are constructed by the Wess-Zumion-Witten model [29]. A group
element g = g(σ+)g′(σ−) is considered where σ± are the left and right moving two-
dimensional coordinates. The left moving current is constructed as the right-invariant
current, ∂+gg
−1 = ∂+gg−1(σ+), while the right moving current is constructed as the left-
invariant current, g−1∂−g = g′
−1∂−g′(σ−). However it is known that the local super-
symmetry generator (supercovariant derivative) is obtained from the left-invariant current,
while the global supersymmetry generator is obtained from the right-invariant current for
supersymmetric theories. For a type II superstring theory both the supercovariant deriva-
tive and the supersymmetry generator must have both the left and right moving modes,
not one for each. Although the chiral separation of the supercovariant derivative algebra
for a superstring on the anti-de Sitter space is obtained on the constrained surface [30, 31],
the chiral separation of currents for a superstring in nonabelian backgrounds is in general
still difficult.
In our formulation we begin by two independent Lie groups G and G’ which are param-
eterized by ZM and ZM
′
. For a direct product of the groups G×G’ a group element satisfies
g = g(ZM )g′(ZM ′) = g′(ZM ′)g(ZM ). Therefore the left-invariant and the right-invariant
one forms contain both the left and right moving modes as g−1dg = g−1dg + g′−1dg′ =
J(ZM ) + J(ZM
′
) and dgg−1 = dgg−1 + dg′g′−1 = J˜(ZM ) + J˜(ZM ′). This is similar to the
nonabelian currents given by Tseytlin [6, 7]. The chiral scalar action used in that paper
does not preserve the two-dimensional diffeomorphism invariance [32]. In our formulation
a chiral scalar action preserves the two-dimensional diffeomorphism invariance allowing the
κ-symmetry for the superstring action. The doubled coordinates are chiral fields, ZM (σ+)
and ZM
′
(σ−). The stringy geometry is governed by the affine Lie algebras generated by
the chiral supercovariant derivatives. The covariant derivatives are still manifestly chiral
even after reducing into the usual space by dimensional reduction constraints, since the
dimensional reduction constraints are given by the auxiliary symmetry generators.
In order to construct a doubled space there are two types of doubling of a group G:
1. Semidirect product, G→ G⋉G∗:
A Lie group G is generated by g corresponding to derivative operators which include
momenta, while another group G∗ is generated by g∗ corresponding to one form cur-
rents which include winding modes. This is a conventional way of doubling discussed
in for example [12, 13, 33]. It gives the following inhomogeneous algebra
[g, g] = g , [g, g∗] = g∗ , [g∗, g∗] = 0 . (1.1)
2. Direct product, G→G×G’:
G and G’ are independent copy and they are generated by g and g′ corresponding to
the left and right moving modes respectively. They satisfy the following algebra
[g, g] = g , [g, g′] = 0 , [g′, g′] = g′ . (1.2)
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It is straightforward to construct one form currents and derivative operators which
satisfy (1.1). In terms of them we present a general construction of chiral currents
satisfying (1.2). This construction requires that the Lie group must have a non-
degenerate group metric and the Lie algebra must have grading by the canonical
dimension.
The organization of the paper is the following: in the next section we present a gen-
eral construction of chiral affine Lie algebras generated by the supercovariant derivative
and the symmetry generator. We begin by a Lie algebra with a nondegenerate group
metric [36, 37]. It is necessary to include the Lorentz Smn and its nondegenerate partner
Σmn for construction of two independent affine Lie algebras generated by the covariant
derivative, Pm, and the symmetry generator, P˜m. The Lie algebra is graded by a dilatation
operator which plays an important role in this construction. Generators of the chiral affine
algebras include the B field. For a flat background the B field can be written in terms of
the dilatation operator.
In section 3 we present chiral affine Poincare´ algebras in the doubled space and concrete
expression of generators. A set of dimensional reduction constraints are examined which
reduce the doubled space into the usual space with preserving the local geometry. We
present an gauge invariant action for a bosonic string in the doubled space. Then we
demonstrate that the string action in the doubled space is reduced into the usual action.
In section 4 we present chiral affine super-Poincare´ algebras in the doubled space. Then
an gauge invariant action for a type II superstring in the doubled space is given. The
super-doubled space is also reduced into the usual space.
2 Chiral affine Lie algebras
In this section we present a general construction of two sets of affine Lie algebras generated
by the covariant derivatives and the symmetry generators.
• Affine Lie algebras
Lie algebra GI
particle → string
affine Lie algebra
ր covariant derivative ∇˚I → ⊲˚I(σ)
ց symmetry generator ∇˜I → ⊲˜I(σ)
Next we double the Lie algebra as a direct product:
• Doubled chiral affine Lie algebras
Lie algebra GI → GM , GM ′
left right
ր covariant derivative ⊲˚M (σ+) ⊲˚M ′(σ−)
ց symmetry generator ⊲˜M (σ+) ⊲˜M ′(σ−)
The doubled coordinates manifest chirality as well as the T-duality symmetry.
In subsection 2.1 at first for a given Lie algebra we construct the left-invariant current
J , the right-invariant current J˜ , the particle covariant derivative ∇˚, and the particle sym-
metry generator ∇˜. The derivatives and the currents satisfy the case 1 algebra in (1.1).
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The canonical dimensions of operators are expressed by an eigenvalue matrix of the di-
latation operator. In subsection 2.2 the general construction of affine Lie algebras for the
string covariant derivative ⊲˚, and the string symmetry generator ⊲˜. They are linear com-
binations of the particle derivatives, ∇˚, ∇˜, and the σ-components of the currents, J1, J˜1,
with the B field as coefficients. In subsection 2.3 the Lie algebra is doubled. This doubling
corresponds to the case 2 algebra in (1.2). The way of the doubling gives chiral affine Lie
algebras.
2.1 Derivative operators and one form currents
A Lie algebra is generated by GI with
[GI , GJ} = ifIJKGK , (2.1)
where [A,B} = AB− (−)ABBA is the graded commutator. A nondegenerate group metric
ηIJ is introduced in such a way that the structure constant fIJ
K with lowered indices
becomes totally graded antisymmetric
tr(GIGJ) = ηIJ =
1
2
η(IJ ] , fIJK ≡ fIJLηLK =
1
3!
f[IJK) . (2.2)
We introduce a dilatation operator Nˆ whose eigenvalues are canonical dimensions nI as
[Nˆ ,GI ] = iNI
JGJ = inIGI . (2.3)
The Jacobi identity of the dilatation operator, Nˆ , and Lie algebra generators, GI ’s , gives
an identity
[Nˆ , [GI , GJ}] + [GI , [GJ , Nˆ ]}+ (−)IJ [GJ , [Nˆ ,GI ]} = 0
⇒ −N[JKfI)KL + fIJKNKMηML = (n˜L − nI − nJ)fIJL = 0 (2.4)
with
n˜I GI ≡ ηLJNJKηKIGL . (2.5)
The sum of canonical dimensions of a nondegenerate pair is set to be n0, and the sum of
canonical dimensions of the lower indices of the structure constant in (2.4) becomes also n0
(Nη + ηNT )IJ = (nI + nJ)ηIJ = n0ηIJ
⇒ n˜I = (n0 − nI) , (n0 − nK − nI − nJ)fIJK = 0 . (2.6)
We take n0 = 2 in order to choose nP = 1 for ηPP = 1.
Particle derivatives of the Lie algebra ∇˚I and ∇˜I are constructed at first. An element
of the Lie group g = g(Z) is parameterized by the coordinates ZM . There are two kinds
of currents which are invariant under right or left multiplicative actions:
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• The left-invariant current and the particle covariant derivative generating the right
multiplication g → g g1:
J = g−1dg = iJIGI , dJ = −J ∧ J , JI = dZMRMI
∇˚I = (R−1)IM 1
i
∂M , [∇˚I , ∇˚J} = −ifIJK∇˚K
⇒ ∂[MRN)K = (−)NI
1
2
R[M
IRN)
JfJI
K (2.7)
• The right-invariant current (Noether current) and the particle symmetry generator
generating the left multiplication g → g1g:
J˜ = (dg)g−1 = iJ˜IGI , dJ˜ = J˜ ∧ J˜ , J˜I = dZMLMI
∇˜I = (L−1)IM 1
i
∂M , [∇˜I , ∇˜J} = ifIJK∇˜K
⇒ ∂[MLN)K = −(−)NI
1
2
L[M
ILN)
JfJI
K . (2.8)
• Independence of the right and left multiplications:
[∇˚I , ∇˜J} = 0 → (∂MRNI)R−1IL = (−)NM (∂NLMI)L−1IL . (2.9)
Particle derivatives are extended to the string affine algebra generators; ∇˚I → ∇˚I(σ)
and ∇˜I → ∇˜I(σ). τ and σ components of currents are denoted by JI = dσiJIi = dτJI0 +
dσJI1 and J˜
I = dτJ˜I0 + dσJ˜
I
1 . Currents J
I
1 and J˜
I
1 carry the canonical dimension 2 − nI ,
since ∂σ carries the canonical dimension 2 where α
′ is abbreviated. The indices of currents
are lowered with ηIJ as JI ≡ JLηLI and J˜I ≡ J˜LηLI , and they are covariant under ∇˚I
and ∇˜I respectively. Derivatives and currents satisfy the case 1. semidirect product G⋉G∗
in (1.1), where ∇˚ ∈ g, JI1 ∈ g∗ and ∇˜ ∈ g, J˜I1 ∈ g∗;

[∇˚I(1), ∇˚J(2)} = −ifIJK∇˚Kδ(2− 1)
[∇˚I(1), JJ1 (2)} = −ifKIJJK1 δ(2− 1)− iδJI ∂σδ(2− 1)
[JI1 (1), J
J
1 (2)} = 0
(2.10)


[∇˜I(1), ∇˜J(2)} = ifIJK∇˜Kδ(2− 1)
[∇˜I(1), J˜J1 (2)} = ifKIJ J˜K1 δ(2− 1) + iδJI ∂σδ(2− 1)
[J˜I1 (1), J˜
J
1 (2)} = 0
(2.11)


[∇˚I(1), ∇˜J(2)} = 0
[∇˜I(1), JJ1 (2)} = −iMIJ(2)∂σδ(2− 1)
[∇˚I(1), J˜J1 (2)} = −i(M−1)IJ(2)∂σδ(2− 1)
(2.12)
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The σ coordinates of the two-dimensional space, σ1 and σ2, are denoted by 1 and 2. The
commutator between ∇˚I and J˜I and the one between ∇˜I and JI include a matrix MIJ
which is defined as
MI
J = (L−1)IMRMJ . (2.13)
It relates the left-invariant and the right-invariant currents, and it also relates the covariant
derivative and the symmetry generator as
J˜IMI
K = JK , ∇˜I = MIK∇˚K . (2.14)
From the relation between currents J˜ and J in (2.7) and (2.8)
g−1J˜g = g−1(idZMLMIGI)g = idZMRMIGI = J ⇒ g−1 GI g = MIJGJ ,
MI
J satisfies an orthonormal condition as
ηIJ = tr(GIGJ) = tr(g
−1GIgg−1GJg) = MILMJKtr(GLGK)
⇒ ηIJ = MIL(−)K(L+K)MJKηLK = MIL(MT )KJηLK . (2.15)
The super-transpose of a matrix is given as (MT )KJ = (−)K(J+K)MJK . From now on the
super-transpose is implicitly imposed. Eq. (2.14) together with (2.15) leads to
MI
PMJ
QMK
RfPQR = fIJK , J
IJJηIJ = J˜
I J˜JηIJ . (2.16)
Relations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) lead to that MI
J is a function of ZM satisfying
i∇˜KMIJ = fIKLMLJ , i∇˚KMIJ = MILfLKJ . (2.17)
2.2 Affine Lie algebras and B field
We construct two independent sets of affine Lie algebras generated by the covariant deriva-
tive and by the symmetry generator.
• Covariant derivative ⊲˚I :
[ ⊲˚I(1), ⊲˚J(2)} = −ifIJK ⊲˚Kδ(2− 1)− iηIJ∂σδ(2− 1) (2.18)
• Symmetry generator ⊲˜I :
[ ⊲˜I(1), ⊲˜J(2)} = ifIJK ⊲˜Kδ(2− 1) + iηIJ∂σδ(2− 1) (2.19)
• Commutativity of ⊲˚I and ⊲˜I :
[ ⊲˚I(1), ⊲˜J(2)} = 0 . (2.20)
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Jacobi identities of these affine algebras (2.18) and (2.19) require the existence of the
nondegenerate group metric ηIJ and the totally antisymmetricity of the structure constant
fIJK in (2.2).
Let us set the generators of the affine algebras (2.18) and (2.19) in terms of currents
and derivatives in (2.7), (2.8), (2.10) and (2.11) as
⊲˚I = ∇˚I + JK1 bKI , ⊲˜I = ∇˜I + J˜K1 b˜KI . (2.21)
The algebras (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) give conditions on bIJ and b˜IJ : the symmetric parts
of bIJ and b˜IJ are uniquely determined from the signature of the Schwinger terms, the
terms including ∂σδ(2− 1), of the affine Lie algebras (2.18) and (2.19),
b(IJ ] = ηIJ = −b˜(IJ ] . (2.22)
Vanishing the coefficient of ∂σδ(2− 1) in (2.20) leads to
b˜KI = −bJLMIJMKL . (2.23)
Vanishing the coefficient of δ(2− 1) in (2.20) using with (2.16) leads to
i∇˚[JbI)K − i∇˚KbIJ − ηLMbM [JfI)LK + fIJLbKL = 0 (2.24)
i∇˜[J |b˜K|I) − i∇˜K b˜JI − ηMLb˜[J |Lf|I)MK + fIJLb˜LK = 0 .
A simple solution of bIJ and b˜IJ is obtained from the Jacobi identity forNI
J given in (2.4) as
bKI =
1
2
NI
LηLK =
1
2
(ηKI +BKI)
BIK = −(−)IKBKI = 1
2
N[K|LηL|I) =
1
2
(nK − nI)ηIK (2.25)
b˜KI = −1
2
NL
MηMJMI
JMK
L = −1
2
(ηKI +MK
LMI
JBJL) .
In this solution BIJ is constant and MI
J depends on parameters. There is an ambiguity in
solutions of bIJ and b˜IJ , which can be interchanged. The generators of the affine algebras
are given as the followings:
⊲˚I = ∇˚I + 12JK1 NILηLK = ∇˚I + 12(JK1 ηKI + JK1 BKI)
⊲˜I = ∇˜I − 12 J˜K1 MKLNLMηMJMIJ = ∇˜I + 12(−J˜K1 ηKI + J1KBKJMIJ) .
(2.26)
The B field in the Wess-Zumino term is written as
B =
1
2
dZM ∧ dZNBMN = JI ∧ JJbIJ = J˜I ∧ J˜J b˜IJ (2.27)
BMN =
1
2
RM
IRN
Jb[IJ) =
1
2
LM
ILN
J b˜[IJ) .
The three form H = dB is written from (2.24) as
H = dB =
1
3!
fIJKJ
I ∧ JJ ∧ JK = 1
3!
fIJK J˜
I ∧ J˜J ∧ J˜K , (2.28)
and it is closed
dH =
1
2
fIJKdJ
I ∧ JJ ∧ JK = 1
2
fIJKf
I
LMJ
L ∧ JM ∧ JJ ∧ JK = 0 . (2.29)
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2.3 “Chirality” from doubling
Now we double the algebra (2.1) together with the nondegenerate metric (2.2) in the second
way of doubling in (1.2) G×G′. Indices are denoted by M =(M,M ′) corresponding to the left
and right sectors. The structure constant fMN
L, the nondegenerate group metric, ηMN are
extended as follows. Another metric ηˆMN is introduced to define the Virasoro operator.
G → G×G′
I → M =(M,M ′)
fIJ
K → fMNL = (fMNL, fM ′N ′L′ = −fMNL)
ηIJ → ηMN = (ηMN , ηM ′N ′ = −ηMN )
ηˆIJ → ηˆMN = (ηˆMN = ηMN , ηˆM ′N ′ = ηMN )
(2.30)
Then we double the affine Lie algebras generated by the covariant derivative (2.18) and
the one by the symmetry generator (2.19). Doubled affine Lie algebras are given as below:
• Covariant derivative ⊲˚M :
[ ⊲˚M (1), ⊲˚N (2)} = −ifMNL ⊲˚Lδ(2− 1)− iηMN∂σδ(2− 1) (2.31)

[ ⊲˚M (1), ⊲˚N (2)} = −ifMNL ⊲˚Lδ(2− 1)− iηMN∂σδ(2− 1)
[ ⊲˚M ′(1), ⊲˚N ′(2)} = ifMNL ⊲˚L′δ(2− 1) + iηMN∂σδ(2− 1)
[ ⊲˚M (1), ⊲˚N ′(2)} = 0
• Symmetry generator ⊲˜M :
[ ⊲˜M (1), ⊲˜N (2)} = ifMNL ⊲˜Lδ(2− 1) + iηMN∂σδ(2− 1) (2.32)

[ ⊲˜M (1), ⊲˜N (2)} = ifMNL ⊲˜Lδ(2− 1) + iηMN∂σδ(2− 1)
[ ⊲˜M ′(1), ⊲˜N ′(2)} = −ifMNL ⊲˜L′δ(2− 1)− iηMN∂σδ(2− 1)
[ ⊲˜M (1), ⊲˜N ′(2)} = 0
• The covariant derivative ⊲˚I and the symmetry generator ⊲˜I commute with each
other,
[ ⊲˚M (1), ⊲˜N (2)} = 0 (2.33)
The signature of the Schwinger term ∂σδ(2 − 1) in (2.31) corresponds to the left or right
chirality.
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Two-dimensional diffeomorphisms are generated by the Virasoro operators, Hτ and
Hσ. The Virasoro operators and the Virasoro algebras are given by

Hτ = 12 ⊲˚M ηˆMN ⊲˚N
Hσ = 12 ⊲˚MηMN ⊲˚N
(2.34)
[Hτ (1),Hτ (2)] = i(Hσ(1) +Hσ(2))∂σδ(2− 1)
[Hσ(1),Hτ (2)] = i(Hτ (1) +Hτ (2))∂σδ(2− 1)
[Hσ(1),Hσ(2)] = i(Hσ(1) +Hσ(2))∂σδ(2− 1) .
(2.35)
The two-dimensional diffeomorphisms of a function of double coordinates Φ(ZM ) are
given by
∂τΦ = i[
∫
dσ Hτ ,Φ] , ∂σΦ = i[
∫
dσ Hσ,Φ] . (2.36)
The two dimensional left and right derivatives are given by
∂± =
1
2
(∂τ ± ∂σ)
⇒ ∂+Φ = i[
∫
dσ A,Φ] , ∂−Φ = i[
∫
dσ A′,Φ] (2.37)

A = 12(Hτ +Hσ) = 12 ⊲˚MηMN ⊲˚N
A′ = 12(Hτ −Hσ) = 12 ⊲˚M ′ηM
′N ′
⊲˚N ′
[A(1),A(2)] = i(A(1) +A(2))∂σδ(2− 1)
[A′(1),A′(2)] = −i(A′(1) +A′(2))∂σδ(2− 1)
[A(1),A′(2)] = 0
(2.38)
Therefore the covariant derivatives satisfy the left or right chiral conditions as
∂−Φ(ZM ) = 0 : Φ(ZM ) = (∇˚M , JM , ⊲˚M ; ∇˜M , J˜M , ⊲˜M )
∂+Φ(Z
M ′) = 0 : Φ(ZM
′
) = (∇˚M ′ , JM ′ , ⊲˚M ′ ; ∇˜M ′ , J˜M ′ , ⊲˜M ′)
(2.39)
which comes from chiral property of the doubled coordinates ZM
∂−ZM = 0 = ∂+ZM
′ ⇒ ZM = ZM (σ+) , ZM ′ = ZM ′(σ−) . (2.40)
For example the left-invariant current JMi (σ
+) are functions of only σ+ satisfying the
Maurer-Cartan equation as
∂+J
M
− − ∂−JM+ = JN+ JK− fNKM ⇒ ∂−JM+ (σ+) = 0 and JM− (σ+) = 0 . (2.41)
Similar relations hold for other currents.
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Let us consider the global O(n,n) transformation where the number of the dimensions of
the doubled space is 2n (M runs 1 to 2n). For a bosonic case n is given as sum of dimensions
of Pm, Smn and Σ
mn, n=d+2×d(d−1)2 =d2 where d is the number of the momenta. Under
the global O(n,n)∋ OML the covariant derivative (2.26) and (2.30) is transformed as
⊲˚M → OML ⊲˚L , OMLηLK(OT )KN = ηMN . (2.42)
Its affine Lie algebra (2.31) is transformed covariantly preserving the structure of G×G′ as
fMN
L → OMIOMJfIJK(O−1)KL . (2.43)
Under the global O(n,n) transformation the left and right moving modes are mixed and
they are no more chiral operators in general. Under the O(n,n) transformation the two-
dimensional σ-diffeomorphism constraint, Hσ, is inert, but the τ -diffeoporphism constraint,
Hτ , causes the O(n,n) transformation on the gravitational background fields EAM as
MMN = (ET )MAηˆABEBN → (OT )MLMLKOKN .
The O(n,n) transformation is recognized as the coordinate transformation in the dou-
bled space. An group element g(ZM )=g(ZM )g′(ZM ′) = g′(ZM ′)g(ZM ) is transformed
under the right multiplicative action of the O(n,n) as
g(ZM ) → gˇ(ZˇM ) = g(ZM )Oˇ = g(ZM ) + δg(ZM ) (2.44)
ZM → ZˇM = ZNONM .
Under the right multiplicative action which is denoted as
∆ = g−1δg = (Oˇ − 1) , (2.45)
the left-invariant one form J = g−1dg and the right-invariant one form J˜ = dgg−1 are
transformed as
δJ = d∆+ [J,∆] , δJ˜ = g(d∆)g−1 . (2.46)
Then the right-invariant one form is inert under the global O(n,n) transformation, d∆ =
0 ⇒ δJ˜ = 0. Hence the symmetry generator is inert under the global O(n,n) transforma-
tion which rotates the covariant derivative.
3 Bosonic string action in doubled space
We begin with the nondegenerate Poincare´ algebra including both the Lorentz generator
and its nondegenerate partner [30, 31, 37]. Then it is doubled to construct chiral affine
Poincare´ algebras [26–28, 35, 36]. Concrete expression of the covariant derivatives and
the symmetry generators for the left and right moving modes are given. The dimensional
reduction constraints are examined on its consistency, chirality and the O(n,n) transfor-
mation. A gauge invariant bosonic string action is presented, and dimensional reduction
of the doubled space action is demonstrated.
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3.1 Doubled chiral Poincare´ generators
Generators of nondegenerate Poincare´ algebra are given by GI = (smn, pm, σ
mn) with
canonical dimensions (0, 1, 2) respectively. The algebra is given as
dim 0 : [smn, slk] = −iη[k|[msn]|l]
dim 1 : [smn, pl] = −ip[mηn]l
dim 2 : [smn, σ
lk] = −iδ[k[mσn]l] , [pm, pn] = iσmn . (3.1)
The nondegenerate group metric is
s p σ
ηIJ =
s
p
σ


1
1
1

 . (3.2)
The nondegenerate Poincare´ algebra (3.1) is extended to double affine Lie algebras. The
covariant derivatives and the symmetry generators with the constant bIJ solution in (2.25)
are given as follows:
• Covariant derivatives:
Flat left : Flat right
⊲˚M = (Smn, Pm, Σ
mn) ⊲˚M ′ = (Sm′n′ , Pm′ , Σ
m′n′)

Smn = ∇˚S
Pm = ∇˚P + 12JP1
Σmn = ∇˚Σ + JS1


Sm′n′ = ∇˚S′
Pm′ = ∇˚P ′ − 12JP
′
1
Σm
′n′ = ∇˚Σ′ − JS′1
(3.3)
• Symmetry generators:
Flat left ⊲˜M = (S˜mn, P˜m, Σ˜
mn)

S˜mn = ∇˜S − (J˜Σ1 +
∑
N=S,P c
N
S J˜
N
1 )
P˜m = ∇˜P − 12(J˜P1 +
∑
N=Sc
N
P J˜
N
1 )
Σ˜mn = ∇˜Σ
Flat right ⊲˜M ′ = (S˜m′n′ , P˜m′ , Σ˜
m′n′)

S˜m′n′ = ∇˜S′ + (J˜Σ′1 +
∑
N ′=S′,P ′c
N ′
S′ J˜
N ′
1 )
P˜m′ = ∇˜P ′ + 12(J˜P
′
1 +
∑
N ′=S′c
N ′
P ′ J˜
N ′
1 )
Σ˜m
′n′ = ∇˜Σ′
(3.4)
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Symmetry generators include coefficients cNM which are given from (2.23) and (2.24) as
nN+nM<2∑
N
cNM J˜
N
1 = J
N
1 BNLMM
L ,
n
N′
+n
M′
<2∑
N ′
cN
′
M ′ J˜
N ′
1 = −JN
′
1 BN ′L′MM ′
L′ . (3.5)
Nondegeneracy of the algebra requires only one chirality for flat left covariant derivative
in (3.3) as ∇˚S and ∇˚Σ+JS1 , not both ∇˚S and ∇˚Σ±JS1 . Therefore (3.3) and (3.4) are unique
representation of the affine nondegenerate algebras (2.18) and (2.19) up to the rescaling of
currents.
Rescaled currents with parameters α and β satisfy the following algebra modified
from (2.18)
[ ⊲˚I(1), ⊲˚J(2)] = −ifIJK ⊲˚Kδ(2− 1)− iαηIJ∂σδ(2− 1) (3.6)
as 

Smn = ∇˚S
Pm = β
−1/2∇˚P + 12αβ1/2JP1
Σmn = β−1∇˚Σ + αβJS1
, (3.7)
and analogous rescaling for another sector. The usual notation of the left and right moving
modes is Pm = ∇˚P + JP1 for α = 2, β = 1, or Pm = 1√2(∇˚P + JP1 ) for α = 1, β = 2.
The Virasoro operators for a bosonic string in a flat space, Hτ and Hσ are given by
Hτ = 1
2
⊲˚M ηˆ
MN
⊲˚N
=
1
2
PmPm +
1
2
Pm
′
Pm′ +
1
2
ΣmnSmn +
1
2
Σm
′n′Sm′n′
Hσ = 1
2
⊲˚Mη
MN
⊲˚N
=
1
2
PmPm − 1
2
Pm
′
Pm′ +
1
2
ΣmnSmn − 1
2
Σm
′n′Sm′n′ . (3.8)
They satisfy the Virasoro algebra in (2.35). The two-dimensional chirality is determined
by the Virasoro operators (2.40). Then a group element for the nondegenerate Poincare´
algebra in (3.1) is parameterized as
g = g(ZM ) = g(ZM (σ+))g(ZM
′
(σ−))

g(ZM ) = e
i
2
vmnσmneix
mpme
i
2
umnsmn , ZM = (umn, xm, vmn)
g(ZM
′
) = e
i
2
v
m′n′
σm
′
n
′
eix
m
′
p
m′e
i
2
um
′
n
′
s
m′n′ , ZM
′
= (um
′n′ , xm
′
, vm′n′)
. (3.9)
The Smn component of the left-invariant current is given by g
−1dg = e−iu·sdeiu·s +
e−iu′·s′deiu′·s′ with u · s = 12umnsmn;
e−iu·sdeiu·s =
eadju − 1
adju
idu · s ≡ Ξ−1u idu · s , Ξu =
adju
eadju − 1 . (3.10)
Details are in the appendix A.
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Concrete expression of the left-invariant current JM and the right-invariant current
J˜M are obtained as follows:
• Left-invariant currents
Flat left JM = (JS , JP , JΣ) : Flat right JM
′
= (JS
′
, JP
′
, JΣ
′
)

JS = e−udeu = Ξ−1u du
JP = e−udx
JΣ = e−u(dv + 12 [x, dx])e
u


JS
′
= −eu′de−u′
JP
′
= eu
′
dx′
JΣ
′
= eu
′
(dv′ − 12 [x′, dx′])e−u
′
(3.11)
• Right-invariant currents
Flat left J˜M = (J˜S , J˜P , J˜Σ) : Flat right JM
′
= (JS
′
, JP
′
, JΣ
′
)

J˜S = −eude−u
J˜P = dx− J˜Sx
J˜Σ = dv − 12 [x, J˜P ] + [v, J˜S ]


J˜S
′
= e−u′deu′
J˜P
′
= dx′ + J˜S′x′
J˜Σ
′
= dv′ + 12 [x
′, J˜P ′ ] + [v′, J˜S′ ]
(3.12)
Detailed computation is given in the appendix B. From the above expression it is obvious
that there is no difference bewteen JP and J˜P if u is absent.
The covariant derivatives ∇˚M and the symmetry generators ∇˜M are obtained as
follows.
• Covariant derivatives
Flat left ∇˚M = (∇˚S , ∇˚P , ∇˚Σ) : Flat right ∇˚M ′ = (∇˚S′ , ∇˚P ′ , ∇˚Σ′)

∇˚S = Ξu 1i ∂u
∇˚P = (1i ∂x − 12x1i ∂v)eu
∇˚Σ = e−u 1i ∂v eu


∇˚S′ = Ξ−u′ 1i ∂u′
∇˚P ′ = (1i ∂x′ + 12x′ 1i ∂v′)e−u
′
∇˚Σ′ = eu′ 1i ∂v′ e−u
′
(3.13)
• Symmetry generators
Flat left ∇˜M = (∇˜S , ∇˜P , ∇˜Σ) : Flat right ∇˜M ′ = (∇˜S′ , ∇˜P ′ , ∇˜Σ′)

∇˜S = Ξ−u 1i ∂u + [x, 1i ∂x] + [v, 1i ∂v]
∇˜P = 1i ∂x + 12x1i ∂v
∇˜Σ = 1i ∂v


∇˜S′ = Ξu′ 1i ∂u′ − [x′, 1i ∂x′ ]− [v′, 1i ∂v′ ]
∇˜P ′ = 1i ∂x′ − 12x′ 1i ∂v′
∇˜Σ′ = 1i ∂v′
(3.14)
In order to distinguish ∇˚P and ∇˜P , u and v are necessary.
Now let us write down concrete expression of the affine algebra generators, (3.3)
and (3.4), in terms of (3.11), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) as the followings:
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• Covariant derivatives:
Flat left ⊲˚M = (Smn, Pm,Σ
mn)

Smn = Ξu
1
i ∂u
Pm =
(
β−1/2(1i ∂x − 12 1i x∂v) + α2β1/2∂σx
)
eu
Σmn = e−u
(
β−1 1i ∂ve
u + αβ∂σe
u
)
(3.15)
Flat right ∇˚M ′ = (Sm′n′ , Pm′ ,Σm′n′)

Sm′n′ = Ξu′
1
i ∂u′
Pm′ =
(
β−1/2(1i ∂x′ +
1
2
1
i x
′∂v′)− α2β1/2∂σx′
)
e−u′
Σm
′n′ = eu
′
(
β−1 1i ∂v′e
−u′ + αβ∂σe−u
′
)
(3.16)
• Symmetry generators:
Flat left ⊲˜M = (S˜mnP˜m, Σ˜
mn)

S˜mn = Ξ−u 1i ∂u − x[m(1i ∂x)n] − v[m|l(1i ∂v)n]l − α∂σv
P˜m = β
−1/2(1i ∂x +
1
2
1
i x∂v)− α2β1/2∂σx
Σ˜mn = β−1 1i ∂v
(3.17)
Flat right ⊲˜M ′ = (S˜m′n′ , P˜m′ , Σ˜
m′n′)

S˜m′n′ = Ξu′
1
i ∂u′ + x[m′(
1
i ∂x′)n′] + v[m′|
l′(1i ∂v′)n′]l′ + α∂σv
′
P˜m′ = β
−1/2(1i ∂x′ − 12 1i x′∂v′) + α2β1/2∂σx′
Σ˜m
′n′ = β−1 1i ∂v′
(3.18)
3.2 Dimensional reduction constraints
In this section the procedure of dimensional reduction of the doubled space into the usual
space is presented. The doubled space is defined by the covariant derivatives ⊲˚M given
in (3.3). Fields are functions of the doubled coordinates ZM . This enlarged space contains
auxiliary dimensions which are reduced if we impose the following constraints.
1. Section condition (strong constraint):
In the curved space covariant derivative operators are multiplied with the vielbein
superfield EA
M [26–28, 36]. It can be orthonormal in the doubled space
⊲A = EA
M
⊲˚M , (E
T )MAη
ABEB
N = ηMN . (3.19)
The Virasoro operators (3.8) in curved space are given as
Hτ = 1
2
⊲Aηˆ
AB
⊲B
Hσ = 1
2
⊲Aη
AB
⊲B =
1
2
⊲˚Mη
MN
⊲˚N , (3.20)
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and they are set to be zero as Virasoro constraints. Hσ = 0 is background field inde-
pendent constraint in the doubled space. Section condition is the σ-diffeomorphism
constraint Hσ = 0 in the second quantized level on all matrix elements as
Hσ = 0 ⇒ Hσ|Φ〉 = 0 and 〈Ψ|Hσ|Φ〉 = 0
or
∂Mη
MN∂NΦ(Z
M ) = 0 and ∂MΨ(Z
M )ηMN∂NΦ(Z
M ) = 0 . (3.21)
This constraint gives rise to the stringy contribution in the “new Lie deriva-
tive” [9–11, 26, 38].
2. Isotropy constraints:
For a coset group G/H, with G=Poincare´ and H= Lorentz, Lorentz coordinates are
suppressed by the isometry constraints [26, 30, 31, 36]
Smn = Sm′n′ = 0 . (3.22)
These isotropy constraints are just particle covariant derivatives in (3.3), ∇˚S = ∇˚S′ =
0, for a constant solution bIJ in (2.25). It allows gauging away the local Lorentz
parameters.
3. Dimensional reduction constraints:
For nondegenerate pairs of generators (Smn, Σ
mn) and (Sm′n′ , Σ
m′n′), Σmn and
Σm
′n′ are auxiliary dimensions so these dimensions should be reduced. But Σmn =
Σm
′n′ = 0 cannot be imposed as first class constraints, since they do not commute
with the isotropy constraints (3.22). Instead symmetry generators can be imposed
as first class constraints [4, 26, 28, 36]
Σ˜mn = Σ˜m
′n′ = 0 . (3.23)
These constraints become covariant derivatives (3.4), and ∇˜Σ = 0 = ∇˚Σ = 0
from (3.13) and (3.14) for a constant solution bIJ in (2.25). It allows gauging away
Σ and Σ′ parameters.
4. Left/right mixing dimensional reduction constraint:
We also impose further dimensional reduction constraint which mixes the left and
right sectors to reduce the doubled space into the usual space. Covariant derivatives
Pm and Pm′ are dynamical degrees of freedom with the Virasoro constraints, while
one combination of symmetry generators can be used as a first class constraint [36]
P˜m + γP˜m′ = 0 . (3.24)
A commutation relation between constraints in (3.24) requires the dimensional re-
duction constraints Σ˜mn = Σ˜m
′n′ = 0 in (3.23)
[(P˜m + γP˜m′)(1), (P˜n + γP˜n′)(2)]
= i(Σ˜mn + γ
2Σ˜m′n′)δ(2− 1) + i(1− γ2)ηmn∂σδ(2− 1) (3.25)
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where the Schwinger term cancels out only for γ2 = 1. If the constraint is chosen as
P˜m− P˜m′ = 0 with γ = −1 , then the sum of the left and right momenta corresponds
to the total momentum for an usual space P˜m + P˜m′ .
Summarizing the above, dimensional reduction constraints for a bosonic string in
the double coordinates space are isotropy constraints (3.22), dimensional reduction con-
straints (3.23) and the left/right mixing dimensional reduction constraint (3.24) in addition
to the section constraint (3.21).
The two-dimensional diffeomorphisms are modified with the dimensional reduction
constraints as
∂+Φ = i[
∫
dσ
(
A+ µS + µ˜Σ˜ + µ˜P (P˜ + γP˜ ′)
)
,Φ]
∂−Φ = i[
∫
dσ
(
A′ + µ′S′ + µ˜′Σ˜′ + µ˜P (P˜ + γP˜ ′)
)
,Φ] . (3.26)
The covariant derivatives are still manifestly chiral up to the trivial Lorentz rotation
∂− ⊲˚M = 0 = ∂+ ⊲˚M ′ , (3.27)
but not the symmetry generators in general.
Now we go back to the T-duality symmetry. Let us examine the global O(n,n) transfor-
mation on constraints. The section condition Hσ = 0 is inert under the global O(n,n). The
dimensional reduction constraints Σ˜mn = Σ˜m
′n′ = P˜m + γP˜m′ = 0 are also inert under the
global O(n,n) transformation as shown in (2.46). The isotropy constraints are transformed
under O(n,n)∋ OMN ; so we must impose the consistency condition as
Smn = Sm′n′ = 0 , δ ⊲˚S = OSM ⊲˚M = 0 . (3.28)
The dimensional reduction constraints Σ˜mn = Σ˜m
′n′ = 0 coincide with Σmn = Σm
′n′ = 0
in the unitary gauge (3.3) and (3.4). Then analogously to the above
Σmn = Σm
′n′ = 0 , δ ⊲˚Σ = OΣM ⊲˚M = 0 . (3.29)
From the orthonormal property an O(n,n) matrix must satisfies
OS M = OΣ M = OM S = OM Σ = 0 . (3.30)
As a result the survived symmetry is O(d,d), OPP , which is the T-duality symmetry in
the usual space.
3.3 Bosonic string action
The Hamiltonian for a bosonic string in the doubled space is given by
H = λτHτ + λσHσ + µmnSmn + µm′n′Sm′n′ + µ˜mnΣ˜mn + µ˜m′n′Σ˜m′n′
+µ˜m(P˜m − P˜m′) (3.31)
=
1
2
⊲˚M (λτ ηˆ
MN + λση
MN ) ⊲˚N + µ
M
⊲˚M + µ˜
M
⊲˜M
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with
µM =
(
µS , µS
′
, others = 0
)
.
µ˜M =
(
µ˜Σ, µ˜Σ
′
, µ˜P , µ˜P
′
= −µ˜P , others = 0
)
. (3.32)
An action for the bosonic string is given by
I =
∫
dτdσ L , L = ∂τZM 1
i
∂M −H = J0M∇˚M −H . (3.33)
In this section we obtain an gauge invariant action without specifying a solution for B field.
From (2.21) and (2.25) we use
⊲˚M = ∇˚M + JK1 bKM = ∇˚M +
1
2
JK1 (ηKM +BKM )
⊲˜M = ∇˜M + J˜K1 b˜KM = MMN ( ⊲˚N − JK1 ηKN ) (3.34)
and the similar relations for the right sector. In general MI
J = (L−1R)IJ is triangular
matrix from the relation of canonical dimensions. The orthonormality of MI
J leads to the
orthonormality of MP
P
S P Σ
MI
J =
S
P
Σ


∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗

 ⇒ MPlPmMPkPnηPmPn = ηPlPk (3.35)
where ∗’s denote nonzero elements. The matrices MP P and MP ′P ′ are Lorentz rotation
matrices, and they are functions of only Lorentz parameters with the canonical dimension
0. The triangular property of MI
J leads to
P˜ = MP
P (P − JP1 ) +MPΣ(MΣΣ)−1 Σ˜
P˜ ′ = MP ′P
′
(P ′ + JP
′
1 ) +MP ′
Σ′(MΣ′
Σ′)−1 Σ˜′ (3.36)
∇˚Σ = 1
2
J1
S − 1
2
J1
KBKΣ + (MΣ
Σ)−1Σ˜ .
Using (3.34) and (3.36) the Lagrangian becomes sum of the kinetic part L0, the
Wess-Zumino terms LWZ , the boundary of the Wess-Zumino terms LWZ;0 and constraint
part Lconst:
L = L0 + LWZ + LWZ;0 + Lconst

L0 = J0PP − λ2P 2 − 12J0PJ1P − µ˜PMP P (P − J1P )
+J0
P ′P ′ − λ′2 P ′2 + 12J0P
′
J1
P ′ + µ˜PMP ′
P ′(P ′ + J1P
′
)
LWZ = −12(J0NJ1MBMN − J0N
′
J1
M ′BM ′N ′)
LWZ;0 = 12(J[0ΣJ1]S − J[0Σ
′
J1]
S′)
Lconst = −µˆSS − µˆS′S′ − µˆΣΣ˜− µˆΣ′Σ˜′
(3.37)
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by redefining Lagrange multipliers as

λ = λτ + λσ , λ
′ = λτ − λσ
µˆS = µS − JS0 + λ2Σ , µˆS
′
= µS
′ − JS′0 + λ
′
2 Σ
′
µˆΣ = µ˜Σ − (JΣ0 − µ˜PMPΣ)(MΣΣ)−1 , µˆΣ
′
= µ˜Σ
′ − (JΣ′0 + µ˜PMP ′Σ
′
)(MΣ′
Σ′)−1
.(3.38)
Variation of the action with respect to µ˜P gives the left/right mixed dimensional reduction
constraint
P˜ ′ − P˜ = (P ′ + J1P ′)−MP ′P (P − J1P ) = 0 , MP ′P = (MP ′P
′
)−1MP P . (3.39)
MP ′
P is a Lorentz rotation matrix which relate the left and the right spaces. A similar
matrix is introduced in [34]. After integrating out both P and P ′ the kinetic part becomes
L0 = β
2(λ+ λ′)
[
(JP+0 )
2 − α2λλ′(JP+1 )2 + α(−λ+ λ′)JP+0 JP+1
]
+
αβ
2
JP[0 J
P ′
1] MP ′
P
JP±i =
1√
2
(JPi ± JP
′
i MP ′
P ) (3.40)
where α and β are parameters for normalization in (3.6) and (3.7). Two Lagrange multi-
pliers correspond to the worldsheet metric as
αλ = −h
01
h00
+
1√−hh00 , αλ
′ =
h01
h00
+
1√−hh00 . (3.41)
As a result the gauge invariant action for a bosonic string based on the double nondegen-
erate Poincare´ algebra is given by
I =
∫
dτdσ L , L = L0 + LWZ + LWZ;0

L0 = αβ2
[√−hhijJP+i JP+j − ǫijJP+i JP−j
]
LWZ = −αβ2 (J0NJ1MBMN − J0N
′
J1
M ′BM ′N ′)
LWZ;0 = αβ2 (J[0ΣJ1]S − J[0Σ
′
J1]
S′)
(3.42)
If we impose the simple solution for B field in (2.25), the Wess-Zumino term LWZ is
cancelled out by the boundary term of the Wess-Zumino term LWZ;0. For a general solution
of B field LWZ + LWZ;0 becomes total derivative term.
Taking variation of the action (3.42) with respect to ZM the following first class con-
straints are derived; the Virasoro constraints in (3.8), isotropy constraints (3.22), dimen-
sional reduction constraints (3.23) and the left/right mixing dimensional reduction con-
straint (3.24)
Hτ = Hσ = Smn = Sm′n′ = Σ˜mn = Σ˜m′n′ = P˜m − P˜m′ = 0 . (3.43)
The gauge invariance generated by the above first class constraints is preserved.
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3.4 Gauge fixing
Corresponding to the first class constraints (3.43) we can choose the following gauge fix-
ing conditions. For the isotropy constraints (3.22) and the dimensional reduction con-
straints (3.23)
Smn = Sm′n′ = 0 , Σ˜
mn = Σ˜m
′n′ = 0 ,
the simplest gauge is an unitary gauge
umn = um
′n′ = 0 , vmn = vm′n′ = const. . (3.44)
Let us introduce two kinds of coordinates as
Xm =
1√
2
(xm + xm
′
) , Ym =
1√
2
(xm − xm′) , (3.45)
∂
∂Xm
=
1√
2
(∂xm + ∂xm′ ) ,
∂
∂Ym
=
1√
2
(∂xm − ∂xm′ )
where Xm and Ym correspond to the usual space coordinate and the dual coordinate respec-
tively. The unitary gauge (3.44) allows J˜S = J˜S
′
= 0, ∇˜P = ∇˚P , ∇˜P ′ = ∇˚P ′ , J˜P = JP
and J˜P
′
= JP
′
. The momentum operators are rewritten from (3.17) and (3.18) in the
unitary gauge in terms of Xm and Ym as

Pm + Pm′ =
√
2
i
∂
∂Xm
+
1√
2
∂σYm
Pm − Pm′ =
√
2
i
∂
∂Ym
+
1√
2
∂σX
m


P˜m + P˜m′ =
√
2
i
∂
∂Xm
− 1√
2
∂σYm
P˜m − P˜m′ =
√
2
i
∂
∂Ym
− 1√
2
∂σX
m
.
They become the usual “dual coordinate relation” P˜m ± P˜m′ ⇔ ∂iYm − ǫij∂jXm in a flat
space. Contrast to the conventional relation ∂iYm − ǫij∂jXm = 0 [5–7], we set only one of
them to be zero, P˜ − P˜ ′ = 0. This is the left/right mixed dimensional reduction constraint
which allows the following gauge fixing condition on Ym.
P˜m − P˜m′ =
√
2
i
∂
∂Ym
− 1√
2
∂σX
m = 0 ⇒ ∂σYm = 0 . (3.46)
Then the momentum operators become


Pm =
1√
2
(
1
i
∂
∂Xm
+ ∂σX
m)
Pm′ =
1√
2
(
1
i
∂
∂Xm
− ∂σXm)


P˜m + P˜m′ =
√
2
i
∂
∂Xm
P˜m − P˜m′ = 0
, (3.47)
where Pm and Pm′ are the left and right moving modes in the usual space and the P˜m+P˜m′
is the total momentum of the space.
The section condition (3.21) becomes simpler in the unitary gauge
Hσ ≈
(
1
i
∂
∂X
+
1
2
∂σY
)
m
(
1
i
∂
∂Y
+
1
2
∂σX
)m
=
1
i
∂
∂X
m∂σX
m = 0 (3.48)
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where ≈ uses the local Lorentz constraints (isotropy constraints). A solution in the second
quantized level of (3.46) is given by Ψ(X,Y ) = e
i
2
∫
Y ·∂σXΦ(X). The section condition
reduces to the usual σ diffeomorphism constraint (3.48) in the simple gauge (3.46) as
∂
∂X
m∂σX
mΦ(X) = 0.
There is another simple gauge u = u′ in such a way that MP ′P = 1, which gives
JP±i = J
P
i ± JP
′
i . In the unitary gauge u = u
′ = 0 they become very simple with the usual
space coordinates (3.45); JP+i = ∂iX and J
P−
i = ∂iY . The Lagrangian for a bosonic string
in an unitary gauge u = u′ = 0 is rewritten as
L0 = dX ∧ ∗dX − dX ∧ dY . (3.49)
The second term in (3.49) including the dual coordinate is a total derivative in a flat space.
This term gives the first class constraint ∂i∂Y m − 12∂σXm = 0 in (3.46). Further simple
gauge for the section condition (3.21), Ym = 0, the action reduces to the usual bosonic
string action.
4 Superstring action in doubled space
In this section we construct an gauge invariant action for the type II superstring in the
doubled space. At first we present the chiral affine super-Poincare´ algebras. The dimen-
sional reduction constraints are extended for a supersymmetric case. Then we write down
an gauge invariant action without using a specific solution of B-field.
4.1 Doubled chiral super-Poincare´ generators
For a superstring we use a nondegenerate super-Poincare´ algebra generated by GI =
(smn, dµ, pm, ω
µ , σmn) with canonical dimensions (0, 12 , 1,
3
2 , 2) respectively. The
algebra is given as
dim 0 : [smn, slk] = −iη[k|[msn]|l]
dim
1
2
: [smn, dµ] = − i
2
(dγmn)µ
dim 1 : [smn, pl] = −ip[mηn]l , {dµ, dν} = 2pmγmµν (4.1)
dim
3
2
: [smn, ω
µ] =
i
2
(γmnω)
µ , [dµ, pm] = 2(γnω)µ
dim 2 : [smn, σ
lk] = −iδ[k[mσn]l] , {dµ, ων} = −
i
4
σmn(γmn)
ν
µ , [pm, pn] = iσmn .
The nondegenerate group metric is
s d p ω σ
ηIJ =
s
d
p
ω
σ


1
1
1
−1
1


. (4.2)
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The nondegenerate super-Poincare´ algebra (4.1) is extended to double affine Lie alge-
bras. The covariant derivatives and the symmetry generators (2.26) are given as follows:
• Covariant derivatives:
Flat left : Flat right
⊲˚M = (Smn, Dµ, Pm, Ω
µ, Σmn) ⊲˚M ′ = (Sm′n′ , Dµ′ , Pm′ , Ω
µ′ , Σm
′n′)

Smn = ∇˚S
Dµ = ∇˚D − 14JΩ1
Pm = ∇˚P + 12JP1
Ωµ = ∇˚Ω + 34JD1
Σmn = ∇˚Σ + JS1


Sm′n′ = ∇˚S′
Dµ′ = ∇˚D′ + 14JΩ
′
1
Pm′ = ∇˚P ′ − 12JP
′
1
Ωµ
′
= ∇˚Ω′ − 34JD
′
1
Σm
′n′ = ∇˚Σ′ − JS′1
(4.3)
• Symmetry generators:
Flat left ⊲˜M = (S˜mn, D˜µ, P˜m, Ω˜
µ, Σ˜mn)

S˜mn = ∇˜S − (J˜Σ1 +
∑
N=S,D,P,Ωc
N
S J˜
N
1 )
D˜µ = ∇˜D + 34(J˜Ω1 +
∑
N=S,D,P c
N
D J˜
N
1 )
P˜m = ∇˜P − 12(J˜P1 +
∑
N=S,Dc
N
P J˜
N
1 )
Ω˜µ = ∇˜Ω − 14(J˜D1 + cSΩJ˜S1 )
Σ˜mn = ∇˜Σ
Flat right ⊲˜M ′ = (S˜m′n′ , D˜µ′ , P˜m′ , Ω˜
µ′ , Σ˜m
′n′)

S˜m′n′ = ∇˜S′ + (J˜Σ′1 +
∑
N ′=S′,D′,P ′,Ω′c
N ′
S′ J˜
N ′
1 )
D˜µ′ = ∇˜D′ − 34(J˜Ω
′
1 +
∑
N ′=S′,D′,P ′c
N ′
D′ J˜
N ′
1
P˜m′ = ∇˜P ′ + 12(J˜P
′
1 +
∑
N ′=S′,D′c
N ′
P ′ J˜
N ′
1 )
Ω˜µ
′
= ∇˜Ω′ + 14(J˜D
′
1 + c
S′
Ω′ J˜
S′
1 )
Σ˜m
′n′ = ∇˜Σ′
(4.4)
Coefficients cNM in symmetry generators are determined from J˜
N
1 b˜NM terms in (2.23)
and (2.24) and they are functions of super-coordinates with canonical dimensions nM +
nN − 2. From the nondegeneracy of the group (4.3) and (4.4) are unique representation of
the affine nondegenerate algebras (2.18) and (2.19) with the superspace metric (4.2) up to
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the rescaling of currents. Rescaling currents with parameters α and β, in such a way that
they satisfy the algebra (3.6), is given as

Smn = ∇˚S
Dµ = β
−1/4∇˚D − 14αβ3/4JΩ1
Pm = β
−1/2∇˚P + 12αβ1/2JP1
Ωµ = β−3/4∇˚Ω + 34αβ1/4JD1
Σmn = β−1∇˚Σ + αβJS1
. (4.5)
The same rescaling is done for other sectors.
4.2 Superstring action
In this section the supersymmetric extension of the section 3 is presented. The doubled
space is defined by the supercovariant derivatives ⊲˚M which are given in (4.3) and pa-
rameterized by doubled super-coordinates ZM . This enlarged space contains auxiliary
dimensions which are reduced by a set of first class constraints as same as the bosonic case:
1. the section condition (strong constraints), 2. isotropy constraints and 4. Left/right
mixing dimensional constraint are the same as before. Only the condition 3. dimensional
reduction constraints for fermions are added.
3. Dimensional reduction constraints:
In order to describe correct physical degrees of freedom unphysical dimensions intro-
duced by nondegeneracy of the group are eliminated. In order to preserve isotropy
constraints and the κ-symmetry, symmetry generator currents are chosen to be con-
straints to reduce auxiliary dimensions as [26, 28, 36]
⊲˜M = 0 for nM > 1 ⇔ Σ˜mn = Σ˜m′n′ = Ω˜µ = Ω˜µ′ = 0 . (4.6)
For superstrings the Virasoro constraints are extended to the κ-symmetric Virasoro
constraints ABCD constraints [3, 28, 30, 31] as
A = 1
2
PmP
m +ΩµDµ +
1
2
ΣmnSmn = 0 (4.7)
Bµ = Pm(γmD)µ − iSmn(γmnΩ)µ = 0
Cµν = DµDν + 1
2i
SmnPl(γ
mnl)µν = 0
Dm = Dγm∂σD + 4
i
ΣmnS
nlPl = 0 .
The same set of constraints for the right sector. First class constraints for a type II
superstring in a flat space are ABCD constraints (4.7), isotropy constraints (3.22), di-
mensional reduction constraints (3.23) and the left/right mixing dimensional reduction
constraint (3.24)
A = B = C = D = Smn = Σ˜mn = Ω˜µ = P˜m − P˜m′ = 0
and the similar constraints for the right sector.
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The Hamiltonian for a type II superstring in T-duality covariant form is given by
H = λA+ λµBµ + λµνCµν + λmDm + µmnSmn + µ˜µΩ˜µ + µ˜mnΣ˜mn
+λ′A+ λµ′Bµ′ + λµ′ν′Cµ′ν′ + λm′Dm′ + µm′n′Sm′n′ + µ˜µ′Ω˜µ′ + µ˜m′n′Σ˜m′n′
+µ˜m(P˜m − P˜m′) (4.8)
=
1
2
⊲˚M (λτ ηˆ
MN + λση
MN + λ · ρMN ) ⊲˚N + µM ⊲˚M + µ˜M ⊲˜M
with
µM =
(
µS , µS
′
, others = 0
)
.
µ˜M =
(
µ˜Σ, µ˜Σ
′
, µ˜Ω, µ˜Ω
′
, µ˜P , µ˜P
′
= −µ˜P , others = 0
)
. (4.9)
The matrices ρMN are nilpotent metrics introduced to represent BCD constraints [26]
(ρMN )µ ⊲˚M ⊲˚N = Bµ, (ρMN )µν ⊲˚M ⊲˚N = Cµν , (ρMN )m ⊲˚M ⊲˚N = Dm
and the similar relation for the right sector. An action for a type II superstring in the
doubled space is given by
I =
∫
dτdσ L , L = ∂τZM 1
i
∂M −H = JM0 ∇˚M −H (4.10)
The analogous relations in (3.34) and (3.35) hold for a supersymmetric case. From the
triangle property of the matrix MI
J they are rewritten as
P˜ = MP
P (P − JP1 ) +MPΩ(M−1)ΩΩ Ω˜ +
(
(M−1)ΩΣ +MPΣ(M−1)ΣΣ
)
Σ˜
P˜ ′ = MP ′P
′
(P ′ + JP
′
1 ) +MP ′
Ω′(M−1)Ω′Ω
′
Ω˜′ +
(
(M−1)Ω′Σ
′
+MP ′
Σ′(MΣ′
Σ′)−1
)
Σ˜′
∇˚Ω = 1
2
(J1
D − J1KBKΩ) + (M−1)ΩΩΩ˜ + (M−1)ΩΣΣ˜
∇˚Σ = 1
2
(J1
S − J1KBKΣ) + (M−1)ΣΣ Σ˜ . (4.11)
Then the Lagrangian is rewritten as
L = L0 + LWZ + LWZ;0 + Lconst (4.12)

L0 = J0PP − λ2P 2 − 12J0PJ1P − µ˜P
(
MP
P (P − J1P )−MP ′P ′(P ′ + J1P ′)
)
+J0
P ′P ′ − λ′2 P ′2 + 12J0P
′
J1
P ′ + ρD + ρ′D′
LWZ = −12(J0NJ1MBMN − J0N
′
J1
M ′BM ′N ′)
LWZ;0 = 12(J[0ΣJ1]S + J[0ΩJ1]D − J[0Σ
′
J1]
S′ − J[0Ω′J1]D′)
Lconst = ρ ·D + ρ′ ·D′ − µˆSS − µˆS′S′ − µˆΩΩ˜− µˆΩ′Ω˜′ − µˆΣΣ˜− µˆΣ′Σ˜′
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by suitable redefinition of the Lagrange multipliers similar to (3.38) except ρ’s
ρ = J0
D − λΩ− λµρµ/P − λµνρµνD − λmρm∂σD
ρ′ = J0D
′ − λ′Ω′ − λµ′ρµ′/P ′ − λµ′ν′ρµ′ν′D′ − λm′ρm′∂σD′
(4.13)
The first class constraints BCD are included in ρ ·D and ρ′ ·D′ terms in Lconst.
In order to compare it with the Green-Schwarz action we use the second class con-
straints Dµ = Dµ′ = 0 instead of first class constraints BCD = 0. The kinetic term
becomes the same as the bosonic one L0, while the Wess-Zumino term includes bilinears
in the fermionic currents. We impose the fermionic second class constraints in addition to
the first class constraints Dµ = Dµ′ = 0. The resultant gauge invariant action for a type
II superstring in the doubled space is given by
I =
∫
dτdσ L , L = L0 + LWZ + LWZ;0

L0 = αβ2
[√−hhijJP+i JP+j − ǫijJP+i JP−j
]
LWZ = −αβ2 (J0NJ1MBMN − J0N
′
J1
M ′BM ′N ′)
LWZ;0 = αβ2 (J[0ΣJ1]S + J[0ΩJ1]D − J[0Σ
′
J1]
S′ − J[0Ω′J1]D′)
(4.14)
where
JP±i = (J
P
i ± JP
′
i MP ′
P )/
√
2
MP ′
P = (M−1)P ′P
′
MP
P . (4.15)
The normalization parameter αβ given in (3.6) and (3.7) is natural to set αβ = 2. The
Lagrange multipliers ρ and ρ′ are
ρ = JD0 − λΩ , ρ′ = JD
′
0 − λ′Ω′ . (4.16)
Taking variation of the action (4.14) with respect to the super-coordinates ZM the
following first class constraints are derived; the fermionic second class and the κ-symmetry
first class constraints, Virasoro constraints in (3.8), the isotropy constraints (3.22), di-
mensional reduction constraints (3.23) and the left/right mixing dimensional reduction
constraint (3.24)
Hτ = Hσ = Dµ = Dµ′ = Smn = Sm′n′ = 0
Ω˜µ = Ω˜µ
′
= Σ˜mn = Σ˜m
′n′ = P˜m − P˜m′ = 0. (4.17)
Type IIA or IIB is determined by the gamma matrix chiral projection obtained from the
algebra between supercharges D˜µ and D˜µ′ and the total Lorentz charge (S˜ − S˜′)mn.
Under the global O(n,n) transformation, Smn and Σ
mn components of the O(n,n)
matrix are treated as same as the bosonic case (3.30). Its fermionic components, Dµ and
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Ωµ, involve the Ramond-Ramond gauge field dimensions Υµν′ and
µν′ introduced in [28].
This issue will be discussed in another paper.
In the simple solution for B field in (2.25) the Lagrangian becomes
L =
√
−hhijJP+i JP+j + ǫij
(
−JP+i JP−j +
1
2
Ji
ΩJj
D − 1
2
Ji
Ω′Jj
D′
)
(4.18)
If further simple gauge MP ′
P = 1 and the constant B field are used, then it reduces into
the (p, q)-brane action proposed by Sakaguchi [39, 40] which is obtained from the central
extended superalgebra. The manifest SL(2) S-duality is proposed into the (p, q) brane
action [41]. The manifest S and T-duality action will be unified in the F-theory [42–44].
With the gauge fixing condition JP−i = 0 and ignoring the surface term, it reduces to the
usual Green-Schwarz superstring action.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented general construction of chiral affine Lie algebras generated
by the supercovariant derivatives and the symmetry generators for a type II superstring.
The covariant derivatives and the symmetry generators have the general form given in (2.26)
where the B field is determined from the relation (2.23) and (2.24). There is a constant
solution of the B field (2.25) where the nondegenerate group metric and the dilatation
operator play essential roles.
The obtained covariant derivatives and symmetry generators become chiral by doubling
the Lie group. Chirality is manifest in the doubled space; each coordinate is a function of
only the left or right moving coordinate in a string worldsheet as ZM (σ+) and ZM
′
(σ−).
Nondegeneracy of the group gives the unique chiral representations. The supercovariant
derivatives are manifestly chiral even after the dimensional reduction into the usual space.
The doubled space is reduced into the usual space by a set of dimensional reduction
constraints. Auxiliary directions introduced for the nondegeneracy of the group are re-
duced by using symmetry generators, since symmetry generators commute with covariant
derivatives. So the local geometry governed by the covariant derivatives is preserved un-
der the dimensional reduction. Therefore the local geometry of the doubled space with
manifest T-duality is preserved.
Gauge invariant actions for a bosonic string and a type II superstring in the doubled
space are obtained in (3.42) and (4.14) respectively. The resultant actions include the
kinetic term, the Wess-Zumino term and the boundary of the Wess-Zumino term. There
exists the winding mode contribution through the term JP+ ∧ JP−, which can be gauged
away by the constraint.
T-duality transformations on branes in the doubled space and the M-theory and the
F-theory extension will be interesting issues.
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A Composition formula
We first recall the composition formula valid for small t
etAeB = eB+tC+ , C+ =
∑
n=0
bn([B,−)nA =
∑
n=0
bn(adjB)
nA,
eBetA = eB+tC− , C− =
∑
n=0
(−)nbn(adjB)nA, (A.1)
∑
r=0
br t
r =
t
et − 1 ,
∑
r=even
br t
r =
t
2
et + 1
et − 1 ,
∑
r=odd
br t
r =
−t
2
, (A.2)
b0 = 1, b1 = −1
2
, b2 =
1
12
, b3 = 0, b4 = − 1
720
, . . .
where in the first line ([B,−)nA = (adjB)nA means the n times commutation operations
between B, as [B, [B, . . . [B,A] . . .]]. Consider a operator relation for small t
etAeB = eC , C = C0 + tC1 +
t2
2
C2 + . . . (A.3)
At t = 0 C0 = B. By taking t derivative
etAAeB =
∫ 1
0
dsesC(C1 + tC2 + . . .)e
(1−s)C (A.4)
and put t = 0
A =
∫ 1
0
ds esBC1e
−sB =
∫ 1
0
ds(C1 + s[B,C1] +
s2
2!
[B, [B,C1]] + . . .)
= C1 +
1
2
[B,C1] +
1
3!
[B, [B,C1]] + . . . =
∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
(adjB)
nC1 . (A.5)
The solution C1 is found in the form
C1 =
∑
n=0
bn(adjB)
nA. (A.6)
Put it back into (A.5)
A =
∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
(adjB)
n
∑
k=0
bk(adjB)
kA =
∑
n=0
n∑
k=0
bk
(n− k + 1)!(adjB)
nA (A.7)
From here we find
b0 = 1, and br = −
r−1∑
k=0
bk
(r − k + 1)! , (r = 1, 2, . . .). (A.8)
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The latter is solved recursively.
b0 = 1, b1 = −1
2
, b2 =
1
12
, b3 = 0, b4 = − 1
720
, . . . (A.9)
We make a generating function
G(t) =
∑
r=0
br t
r = b0 −
∑
r=1
tr
r−1∑
k=0
bk
(r − k + 1)! = 1−
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
r=k+1
tr bk
(r − k + 1)!
= 1−
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
s=0
ts+k+1 bk
(s+ 2)!
= 1−
∞∑
s=0
ts+1
(s+ 2)!
G(t). (A.10)
From this we can solve G(t) as
G(t) =
t
et − 1 =
1
1 + t2! +
t2
3! + . . .
(A.11)
The coefficients bn is found by
bn = lim
t→0
1
n!
(∂t)
n G(t). (A.12)
Thus the solution of (A.3) is
C1 =
∑
n=0
bn(adjB)
n A = G(adjB) A =
(adjB)
e(adjB) − 1 A (A.13)
bn is related to the Bernoulli numbers Bn by
bn =
Bn
n!
. (A.14)
More generally the Bernoulli function Bn(x) is defined by
G(t, x) =
t etx
et − 1 =
∞∑
n=0
tn
n!
Bn(x). (A.15)
B Nonlinear realization of nondegenerate Poincare´ groups
The left-invariant one form for a Lorentz group is calculated as follows. Using an ab-
breviated notation u · s = 12umnsmn, the canonical dimension zero part is given g−1dg =
e−iu·sdeiu·s + e−iu′·s′deiu′·s′ ;
e−iu·sdeiu·s =
∫ 1
0
dt e−itu·s idu · s eitu·s
= idu · s+ 1
2
[−iu · s, idu · s] + 1
3!
[−iu · s[−iu · s, idu · s]] + · · ·
=
eadju − 1
adju
idu · s ≡ Ξ−1u idu · s . (B.1)
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Ξ−1 is an inverse of Ξ which is given by
Ξu =
adju
eadju − 1 , adju A = [u,A] (B.2)
expressed by the Bernoulli number Bn as
q
eq − 1 =
∑
n=0
Bn
qn
n!
(B.3)
B0 = 1, B1 = −1
2
, B2 =
1
6
, B3 = 0, B4 = − 1
30
, · · · , B2m+1 = 0 (m 6= 0)
∑
n=even
Bn
qn
n!
=
q
2
eq + 1
eq − 1 ,
∑
n=odd
Bn
qn
n!
= −q
2
.
The resultant left-invariant current and right-invariant currents of doubled nondegen-
erate Poincare´ algebras are followings:
• Left-invariant currents
Flat left JM = (JSmn, JPm, JΣmn)

JSmn = (e−u)mld(eu)ln = (Ξ−1u )mlduln
JPm = (e−u)mndxn
JΣmn = (e
−u)ml(dvlk + 12x[ldxk])(e
u)kn
Flat right JM
′
= (JS
′m′n′ , JP
′m′ , JΣ
′
m′n′)

JS
′m′n′ = −(eu′)m′l′d(e−u′)l′n′
JP
′m′ = (eu
′
)m
′n′dx′n′
JΣ
′
m′n′ = (e
u′)m
′l′(dv′l′k′ − 12x′[l′ , dx′k′])(e−u
′
)k′n′
(B.4)
• Right-invariant currents
Flat left J˜M = (J˜Smn, J˜Pm, J˜Σmn)

J˜Smn = −(eu)mld(e−u)ln
J˜Pm = dxm − J˜Smnxn
J˜Σmn = dvmn − 12x[mJ˜P n] + v[m|lJ˜Sl|n]
Flat right J˜M
′
= (J˜S
′m′n′ , J˜P
′m′ , J˜Σ
′
m′n′)

J˜S
′m′n′ = (e−u′)m′l′d(eu′)l′n′
J˜P
′m′ = dx′m′ + J˜S′m′n′x′n′
J˜Σ
′
m′n′ = dv
′
m′n′ +
1
2x
′
[m′|l′ J˜P
′
l′|n′] + v′[m′|l′ J˜S
′
l′|n′]
(B.5)
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They satisfy the following Maurer-Cartan equations.
• The Maurer-Cartan for the left-invariant currents
Flat left

dJS + JS ∧ JS = 0
dJP + JS ∧ JP = 0
dJΣ + JS ∧ JΣ + JΣ ∧ JS − JP ∧ JP = 0
Flat right

dJS
′ − JS′ ∧ JS′ = 0
dJP
′ − JS′ ∧ JP ′ = 0
dJΣ
′ − JS′ ∧ JΣ′ − JΣ′ ∧ JS′ + JP ′ ∧ JP ′ = 0
(B.6)
• The Maurer-Cartan equations for the right-invariant currents
Flat left

dJ˜S − J˜S ∧ J˜S = 0
dJ˜P − J˜S ∧ J˜P = 0
dJ˜Σ − J˜S ∧ J˜Σ − J˜Σ ∧ J˜S + J˜P ∧ J˜P = 0
Flat right

dJ˜S
′
+ J˜S
′ ∧ J˜S′ = 0
dJ˜P
′
+ J˜S
′ ∧ J˜P ′ = 0
dJ˜Σ
′
+ J˜S
′ ∧ J˜Σ′ + J˜Σ′ ∧ J˜S′ − J˜P ′ ∧ J˜P ′ = 0
(B.7)
where Lorentz indices are contracted with nearest neighbor indices.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
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